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                        From Hammer Carpets to Ege Carpets

Hammer Carpets is now trading under the brand name Ege Carpets and you're therefore being redirected to egecarpets.com where you'll find all information and details about the Colortec and Graphic concepts as well as lots of new design inspiration and tools.


With a Cradle to Cradle and Indoor Air Comfort Gold certified assortment, Ege Carpets is one of the most sustainable carpet manufacturers in the world where you're guaranteed best in class performing flooring that helps to protect people and the planet.


If you have any questions about the merger or can’t find what you’re looking for, please contact us at info@egecarpets.com or tel. +4597118811.
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                Order free samples

                
                    
                        Wouldn't you like to see and feel the carpet before making your decision?

We offer exclusive swatches of all our carpet designs and qualities - you just have to choose the design you like and add it to your cart. Fill in a few address details and we will dispatch the free samples directly to you.


Are you looking for further inspiration, please download one of our many catalogues and be inspired to create exactly the room and atmosphere you request.


Explore our collections and discover the carpet suitable for your own project.
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                                Our in-house team of experienced designers is on hand and happy to help translate your vision onto your floorspace. We are there to help you make the final design decision based on design files and physical carpet samples where you can feel the quality and evaluate the pattern details.
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                            Are you planning a project? Let´s help you through the entire process, from idea to unique carpet solution.


Fill in your details and we'll revert to you or find your dealer.
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                                        This website doesn't support your current Internet Explorer browser
                                    

                                    
                                         
                                    

                                    
                                        If you're using Windows 10, it's likely you'll have the Microsoft Edge browser installed, so please use that instead.

 

Otherwise, we recommend you try again using a different browser.
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